
Willand Parish Council,  

Neighbourhood Plan Task Group 

Notes of second meeting 5th September 7-8.30. Howden Lodge 

1 Frances has drawn our attention to the 2005 Parish Plan, which contained  

evidenced recommendations (including a traffic survey) which we think merit 

revisiting, and statistics which could be a useful baseline for our work. 

2 We discussed the fact that the Boundary Commission had just invited consultation 

on its role of changing Ward Boundaries. The existing parish boundaries have long 

been considered unsatisfactory by previous Parish Councils, and are to form one 

element in our consultation. It is important that  decisions by the Boundary 

Commission do not prevent Willand from achieving a realistic review of its own 

boundaries. We decided to ask the Parish Council to defer giving a response to its 

next meeting to give us room to consult and make input to the Council discussion. 

(Stephen to circulate a map of the existing boundary. Kate holds a large scale map) 

3 Simon reported that we could apply for funds from Locality across more than one 

year. He will research this further.  

4 We agreed that Frances would post our communications only to Willand Parish 

Facebook Group, knowing that this leads to reposting onto the various other Willand 

sites. We will also put reports in to the Willand Magazine. 

5 We discussed elements in our action plan. 

• Consult re map area. Agreed to speak to parish Council as above. Kate to 

circulate the previous proposed changes. 

• Write to employers/businesses. MDDC is imminently producing an up to date 

list of businesses. We will try to have a meeting (lunch/breakfast?) and a 

written survey this Autumn. (Stephen &Simon) 

• We will arrange a meeting with community leaders (eg Head-teacher, Rector 

etc.) and possibly a meeting with representatives of all Willand’s voluntary 

and community organisations. (Stephen) 

• We see the possible need to engage with neighbouring parishes. Kate will 

talk to the Uffculme Parish Clerk. 

• Local meetings and events 

 We think that after Christmas we will send a questionnaire to all the 

houses, and hold maybe five local neighbourhood events. 

• We will approach the school about the best way to consult younger children 

(Stephen) 

• Older people and older young people will be consulted via organisations. 

• We began to think what extra skills/experience we might want to recruit to 

the group. 

We agreed to meet again on 7th November, 7-8.30 Howden Lodge 


